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Easy-to-follow 4-in-1 tutorial, that will show you how to create beautiful ribbon roses, leaves,
bicolour roses, and rose buds on stems.

About the AuthorWilliam R. Stanek is an award-winning author who’s written more than 100
books, including Windows Server 2012 Inside Out, Windows 8 Administration Pocket
Consultant, and Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Pocket Consultant. He is the series editor for the
Pocket Consultant line of books.
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IntroductionFabric flowers have always been very popular accessories: they make a perfect
embellishment of dresses, bags, hats and romantic women hairdo. They can turn a simple one-
strand beaded necklace into a real masterpiece – special, charming, and unique. They can
become the central part of a bridal bouquet. Finally, they can beautify an interior of a room if put
into a vase, sewn onto the curtains, or placed into a frame to make a wall-hanging decoration.If
you are interested in making those charming things with your own hands, this guide will help you
succeed from the first attempt. Here you will find simple step-to-step instructions on making
wonderful- full ribbon roses- ribbon leaves for the roses- bicolor roses- rose buds
on stemsRibbon roses are very durable, not really fragile, and can be worn in any weather. They
are a good choice to embellish your coat in autumn or warm hat in winter – and no winds, rains,
and snow can spoil these convenient and beautiful accessories!The technique described here
excludes any chaotic folding of the ribbon resulting in occasional luck of making a beautiful, not
lopsided or flat rose; this method is rather a thoroughly developed sequence of steps, as a result
of which even a newbie to the art of making fabric flowers will successfully create a roundish,
three-dimensional, fluffy ribbon rose.Various types of ribbon, available today, suit for the purpose
of making roses: nylon ribbon is very soft and easy to practice on; satin ribbon looks really
splendid with its gloss and shine; organza ribbon is very light, transparent, and remains fluffy
and folds-free when folded. Any other type of ribbon will also do just
fine.www.ivanna.etsy.comwww.mykanzashi.com1. Full ribbon roseLet us make this rose from
white satin ribbon 1 inch wide. The ready full rose will be 2 inches in diameter – not too big and
not too small, just perfect for gluing it onto some type of hair clip to make a splendid hair
fascinator. And if you are not in a habit of wearing flowers in your hair, you can present this to
your daughter, niece, or just a friend!IntroductionFabric flowers have always been very popular
accessories: they make a perfect embellishment of dresses, bags, hats and romantic women
hairdo. They can turn a simple one-strand beaded necklace into a real masterpiece – special,
charming, and unique. They can become the central part of a bridal bouquet. Finally, they can
beautify an interior of a room if put into a vase, sewn onto the curtains, or placed into a frame to
make a wall-hanging decoration.If you are interested in making those charming things with your
own hands, this guide will help you succeed from the first attempt. Here you will find simple step-
to-step instructions on making wonderful- full ribbon roses- ribbon leaves for the roses-
bicolor roses- rose buds on stemsRibbon roses are very durable, not really fragile, and
can be worn in any weather. They are a good choice to embellish your coat in autumn or warm
hat in winter – and no winds, rains, and snow can spoil these convenient and beautiful
accessories!The technique described here excludes any chaotic folding of the ribbon resulting in
occasional luck of making a beautiful, not lopsided or flat rose; this method is rather a thoroughly
developed sequence of steps, as a result of which even a newbie to the art of making fabric
flowers will successfully create a roundish, three-dimensional, fluffy ribbon rose.Various types of



ribbon, available today, suit for the purpose of making roses: nylon ribbon is very soft and easy
to practice on; satin ribbon looks really splendid with its gloss and shine; organza ribbon is very
light, transparent, and remains fluffy and folds-free when folded. Any other type of ribbon will
also do just fine.www.ivanna.etsy.comwww.mykanzashi.comIntroductionFabric flowers have
always been very popular accessories: they make a perfect embellishment of dresses, bags,
hats and romantic women hairdo. They can turn a simple one-strand beaded necklace into a real
masterpiece – special, charming, and unique. They can become the central part of a bridal
bouquet. Finally, they can beautify an interior of a room if put into a vase, sewn onto the curtains,
or placed into a frame to make a wall-hanging decoration.If you are interested in making those
charming things with your own hands, this guide will help you succeed from the first attempt.
Here you will find simple step-to-step instructions on making wonderful - full ribbon roses-
ribbon leaves for the roses- bicolor roses- rose buds on stems Ribbon roses are very
durable, not really fragile, and can be worn in any weather. They are a good choice to embellish
your coat in autumn or warm hat in winter – and no winds, rains, and snow can spoil these
convenient and beautiful accessories! The technique described here excludes any chaotic
folding of the ribbon resulting in occasional luck of making a beautiful, not lopsided or flat rose;
this method is rather a thoroughly developed sequence of steps, as a result of which even a
newbie to the art of making fabric flowers will successfully create a roundish, three-dimensional,
fluffy ribbon rose. Various types of ribbon, available today, suit for the purpose of making roses:
nylon ribbon is very soft and easy to practice on; satin ribbon looks really splendid with its gloss
and shine; organza ribbon is very light, transparent, and remains fluffy and folds-free when
folded. Any other type of ribbon will also do just fine.
www.ivanna.etsy.comwww.mykanzashi.com1. Full ribbon roseLet us make this rose from white
satin ribbon 1 inch wide. The ready full rose will be 2 inches in diameter – not too big and not too
small, just perfect for gluing it onto some type of hair clip to make a splendid hair fascinator. And
if you are not in a habit of wearing flowers in your hair, you can present this to your daughter,
niece, or just a friend!1. Full ribbon rose Let us make this rose from white satin ribbon 1 inch
wide. The ready full rose will be 2 inches in diameter – not too big and not too small, just perfect
for gluing it onto some type of hair clip to make a splendid hair fascinator. And if you are not in a
habit of wearing flowers in your hair, you can present this to your daughter, niece, or just a friend!
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Ebook Library Reader, “fun. Made these years ago and had forgotten how to make them,
couldn't find any books at the library, This is another book I have to thank my sister for because
she is the one who got me started with ebooks and my kindle ap. This is so close to the book I
1st learned from and simple to use. I had used them for my wedding ------years ago they worked
great.”

AtticusBookman, “Step by step success. I got this book because I love to amass interesting
talents and this is one I really liked. While not easy to do, the book offers step by step guides and
pictures to help you work this puzzle out.”

Darlene Carter, “Five Stars. I love this book.”

K. Barkley, “Good overview. The illustrations are good enough to follow and I will try to do these
soon.  This makes the process seem easier than I originally thought.”

NICODA, “A MUST BUY TUTOURIAL. THIS TUTORIAL IS EXCELLENT. IT GIVES YOU STEP
BY STEP GUIDES TO MAKING PERFECT ROSES. TRY IT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Just as advertised, thank you!!”

NataDrng, “Good quality.. Good quality tutorial and informative enough to make your own DIY
roses for either topiary trees, decorations, wedding, wreaths or bouquets.”

Hilde Goorts, “fabulous. The things you can do with ribbons, unbelievable. Lots of projects inside
to keep you occupied for a long time.”

R, “Good value for the price. Fairly concise”

Mrs Elizabeth Cleare, “Five Stars. Great for learning”

The book by Pang-Ning Tan has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided feedback.

Introduction 1. Full ribbon rose 2. Ribbon leaves for the roses 3. Bicolor ribbon rose 4. Rose
buds on stems
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